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Human societies all across the globe have developed rich 

sets of experiences and explanations relating to the 

environments they live in. These 'other knowledge systems' 

are today often referred to as traditional 

ecological knowledge or indigenous or local knowledge

Countries In The Americas With The Highest Indigenous Populations - WorldAtlas

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/countries-in-the-americas-with-the-highest-indigenous-populations.html


They encompass the sophisticated arrays of 

information, understandings and interpretations 

that guide human societies …

Inside A Remote Indigenous Island Community - On The Road - (ontheroadmagazine.com.au)

https://ontheroadmagazine.com.au/inside-remote-indigenous-island-community/


… around the globe in their innumerable 

interactions with the natural milieu: in 

agriculture and animal husbandry; hunting, 

fishing and gathering; struggles against disease 

and injury; naming and explanation of natural 

phenomena; and strategies to cope with 

fluctuating environments.



Mainstream Geospatial Technologies are 
inadequate …

Indigenous speakers share their languages on Google Earth (blog.google)

https://www.blog.google/products/earth/indigenous-speakers-share-their-languages-google-earth/


Mainstream Geospatial Technologies are 
inadequate …

Aboriginal Bushtucker Story | I was fascinated with Aborigin… | Flickr

https://www.flickr.com/photos/shadowdogdesigns/4999813896


Scientific processes
and Uncertainty

Indigenous knowledge systems, and the processes for 

their evolution over time, can support rapid 

adaptation to complex and urgent crises. Rather than 

encouraging these knowledge systems to become more 

“scientific,” we urge a respectful acknowledgment of 

their distinctiveness and epistemology

Mistry, J., & Berardi, A. (2016). Bridging indigenous and scientific knowledge. Science, 352(6291), 1274-1275.



Engagement is necessary

To be politically legitimate and long-lasting, 

incentives and regulations for better 

conservation and climate change mitigation must 

engage with the claims, rights, and knowledge of 

local and indigenous populations, which may be 

spread over immense and distant territories



New GI, New Stories -> Acquisition, Management, 
Analytics, Visualization and information lifecycles



Some Answers … More Questions

On Aruba the wind blows approx 360 days a year 
from the same side. This makes it very 
interesting to build houses ‘on the wind’ in 
order to cool the houses in a natural way. 
People do this already for centuries. Now with 
new forms of building and technology we still 
see this happen. For example also greenhouses. 
By making the roof of greenhouses semi open on 
top and placing the greenhouses in such a way 
that the wind can take the heat out of the 
greenhouse, the greenhouse can be cooled in a 
natural way and energy can be saved.



Some Answers … More Questions

Indigenous wisdom concerning geospatial information 
and earth observation on islands like Aruba is very 
important. People on islands are most of the times 
far more connected with nature and know how to 
connect with nature in such a way that it benefit 
both nature itself as well as the way people can 
live. In order to ensure this knowledge and voices, 
there should be a place where all this knowledge is 
gathered and where people can learn and share this 
knowledge with others to benefit from it. Why not 
start with a digital platform or maybe even a 
university on applied science concerning indigenous 
wisdom on geospatial information and earth 
observation?
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What is the Rightful Place for Indigenous People 

in the Geospatial Congress? the IGIF?


